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The opportunity for the buy-out follows Anchor Line's decision to  
concentrate on its core gas tanker business. Currie Line's  
operations account for 10% of all Scottish manufacturing exports." 

*     *    *    * 
"RNB/WB" Perfin  Bulletin 273 Pg.10. 

JACK BRANDT assumed this was a broken die - he has no covers or 
cancels - but has the full RNB/WB on a 4d & 5d Machin but as  
RNB/WD on a 6½p and 8½p Machin. (Ed.- I have a 2d Machin as 
RNB/WB.  Is it only decimal machins which show the 'WD'?) 

*     *    *    * 
"C&K" Perfin Bulletin 273 Pg.12-13. 

JACK BRANDT has sent a photocopy of the perfin 'C&K' - C4135.01 - 
but with only one stop - the one between the 'C and ampersand.  
It is a ½d orange Jubilee and has postmark SP-13-98 PENDLEBURY. 

*     *    *    * 
Raphael Tuck Perforated Label Bulletins 246/2; 251/8; 270/6. 

JOHN MATHEWS (Australia) spotted another of the 6d labels in a  
local "Cinderella" auction. The penscript notation on this latest  
example reads, "Miss C.M. Hindley/N° 6/7-3-89." As the date is the  
year prior to the Exhibition could it be that Miss Hindley's was  
entry number 6? 

MIKE OXLEY tells me that the 6d label mentioned in Bulletin 246 is  
deep carmine red and the writing appears to read "Mrs Stroud".  
The 1d label from Bulletin 251 was sage green. 

*      *    *    * 
1922 Irish Overprints Perfined Bulletin 272/14-15; 274/16. 

There have now been 23 contributors to this survey. I am sure it  
is not too late to send further reports to Roy. I came across a  
copy last month and Roy tells me it is a new die - so added  
information is still out there waiting to be reported. 

*     *    *    * 
1993 Netherlands Christmas Stamps Bulletin 275 Pg.22-23. 

In the April edition of The South Pacific Perfin Bulletin (pub. by  
the Perfin Club of New Zealand & Australia) there is a further  
note on this particular stamp issue. John Mathews illustrated the  
reverse of the whole sheet of 20 stamps, showing the full perfin  
pattern. Over the whole sheet of 20 stamps there are only the two
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different patterns as shown on page 22 Bulletin 275. 

In the October 1994 Perfins Bulletin (US) the pattern was referred  
to as "snowflakes" in a random pattern. John thinks the two  
stamps together could form part of the Constellations Draco,  
Hercules, Ophiuchus and Scorpio which appear overhead in the  
Northern Hemisphere near midnight in December. He also thinks he  
might have an over-active imagination!! 

What is the answer - Netherlands members? 

*     *    *    * 

Humber/Hillman Bulletin 239 Pg.19; 240 Pg.10. 

In Tilles, H4490.02 is identified with Hillman Motor Car Co. Ltd., 
Coventry. In Bulletin 239 Rosemary Smith sent in another identity  
for this perfin - namely Humber Ltd., London EC. The cover was  
dated 1900 and stamp a ½d green Jubilee. The question was asked,  
"Is this classed as the Hillman Company?" 

In Bulletin 240, DAVE HILL wrote to say that Humber did not become 
part of Rootes group until 1930 and he believed Rootes had already 
acquired Hillman by 1930, so the 1900 cover must be a Humber Ltd.,  
in its own right. 

Now DAVE HILL adds the following:- 

"In Bulletin 240 I expressed some doubt of a link between Humber  
Ltd and Hillman Cars Ltd., both reported as users of H/Ld-H4490.02.  
I have since found that Humber did have a controlling interest in  
Hillmans and also Sunbeam Talbot, another car maker. They  
also controlled lorry makers Kommer and Karrier; bodymakers,  
British Light Steel Pressings; and coachbuilders, Thrupp & Maberly. 

*     *    *    * 

When Is A Perfin Not A Perfin Bulletin 268/22; 269/12; 271/7. 

One of the answers seems to be, "When it is a Post Office Clip".  
In Bulletin 271 it was stated that there was mention of this clip  
or punch in a philatelic journal. Thanks to the stamp dealer Ken  
Knight, KEVIN PARKHILL has sent me a page from the November 1984 
Stamp Monthly. The article is reprinted whole with permission  
from the editor of Gibbons Stamp Monthly. 

NOT "RED CROSS" STAMPS 

Reprinted from THE BRITISH PHILATELIST, November 1924. 




